PRESS RELEASE

Synergy of world’s leading experts in
Modularization, Lean & AWP on an end-to-end
digital project delivery platform.

Teknobuilt and DyCat Solutions enter a strategic alliance, to offer an innovative digital platform
to drive projects backed by solid industry expertise. Through the addition of their key capital
efficiency strategies, projects can now improve their rate of return and can be executed with
enhanced certainty. Ultimately, the experience is a safer, quicker and cost-effective outcome
from project initiation to completion.
Teknobuilt brings surety and savings in execution of construction projects by use of an endto-end digital project delivery platform PACE OS 4.0, as well as built environment industry
expertise. PACE is a cloud based modular platform that anyone can use – the owner, design
teams or construction, for instant visibility and granularity to precisely know what matters the
most in getting things done. In addition they offer technical productivity services and expert
consulting in AWP, Lean & IPD.
DyCat Solutions is specialized consulting service that provides business driven solutions
tailored to improve rate of return, reduce overall cost, improve schedule and lower labor risk
on projects or programs. DyCat has accomplished this by working with our customers to
understand their business case. DyCat’s solutions that support the business case include
modularization, facility standardization, lean design along with lean execution methods,
training and toolkits. The company has the “know-how” to utilize these strategies and provide
the quality assurance to ensure they are executed effectively.
Together, Teknobuilt Ltd. and DyCat Solutions combine digitalization, innovation and
advanced management methods to bring project execution to new levels of excellence. With
a passion to help the world build better, companies can achieve their program objectives with
certainty by involving this team for business success. When combined, they deliver innovation
through artificial intelligence, machine learning and breakthrough capital efficiency strategies

that aim to improve project performance and guarantee success. Both companies believe that
collaboration is required throughout the lifecycle of the project and the digital platform is a
way to remove the silos and encourage full engagement of all stakeholders in project delivery.

Fred Haney, President at DyCat Solutions shared: “The ability to manage data in a digital
framework in an efficient, lean and cost-effective method is critical to the success of DyCat’s
solutions that provide project excellence. Teknobuilt brings an end-to-end digital platform
with PACE that is a perfect match when applying our capital efficiency toolkit. Our alliance
delivers an unmatched value in the future of project execution excellence.”
Yogesh Srivastava, CEO at Teknobuilt believes that “Getting the fundamentals of a design and
construction execution strategy right, even before you consider methods such as AWP is
paramount for the success of project. Helping projects with our Digital Mods™ strategy early,
combined with DyCat’s modularization and off-site fabrication expertise, we can bring surety,
speed and savings through digital project delivery on the PACE OS platform that will be unique
for our clients.”

Meet the team: Yogesh, Fred, Cathy & Dan

Teknobuilt and DyCat Solutions are looking forward to leading the industry on a lean project
execution and capital efficient strategies with our combined innovative offering. Contact us to
learn more about how our alliance can add value to your project or program.
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